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Ensure the resilience of your Internet Stack with Catchpoint

To learn more about Catchpoint IPM, 
please visit www.catchpoint.com
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Are you tired of reactive incident management for your 
Internet Stack? Catchpoint’s Internet Performance 
Monitoring (IPM) provides deep visibility into every aspect 
of the Internet, allowing you to identify and resolve issues 
before they impact your business. 

Trusted by the world’s top 6 cloud service providers, the 4 
leading global retailers, 9 of the top 10 CDNs, the largest 

MSPs and many other leading global brands, Catchpoint is the 
industry-leading choice for monitoring your Internet Stack. 

Our IPM platform is comprised of five top-performing 
solutions for complete operational visibility into all aspects of 
your business: Customer, Workforce, Network, Application, 
and Website Experience.
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Ensure resilience across your enterprise

For your customers  
Catchpoint’s global observability network monitors
performance from over 2,000 vantage points

Catch issues across the Internet Stack before they impact  
your customers
 
Catchpoint’s Customer Experience solution gives you complete 
visibility into every layer of your service delivery chain from the end 
user’s perspective. With the largest network in the industry and 
continuous active monitoring, you’ll ensure a resilient Internet, deliver 
exceptional digital experiences for your customers, and drive the 
success of your business.   

For your workforce 
Unparalleled depth and breadth of visibility into your        
workforce’s digital experience, wherever they are located

 
Gain the insight you need to detect and troubleshoot remote 
connectivity performance and SaaS issues before they impact 
your distributed workforce

Catchpoint’s Workforce Experience solution gives you end-
to-end visibility into business-critical applications across the 
Internet Stack, from endpoint WiFi and SASE/VPN connectivity 
to SaaS and cloud environments so you can find and fix 
problems fast, no matter where your workforce is.  

For your applications and APIs
2,000+ global vantage points to customize and match 
monitoring use cases

Go beyond traditional APM to ensure the resilience of your 
business-critical applications

Catchpoint’s Application Experience solution provides a critical 
outside-in perspective to ensure your applications and services 
are available, functional, and performant across all channels of 
the digital customer and workforce experience, in real time. 
By actively monitoring your cloud applications from the same 
distributed locations as your users, you’ll detect reliability 
issues fast, regardless of where they are on the planet.

For your websites
Cross-browser synthetic testing from WebPageTest,
the gold standard for performance testing

Protect your revenue and reputation with our 
comprehensive Website Experience solution

Catchpoint’s Website Experience solution uses the touchstone of 
webpage performance testing, WebPageTest, to deliver the most 
accurate and comprehensive performance tracking tools available 
today. By monitoring your site’s speed, usability, and resilience in real 
browsers, devices, and locations worldwide, you’ll rapidly identify 
and fix performance bottlenecks before they impact your business. 

For your internal and external networks
Unique depth of insight into your networks to ensure users can 
always navigate the digital service delivery chain

 
Ensure the network is reachable – not just available – from 
anywhere, all the time

Catchpoint’s Network Experience solution easily lets you 
set up proactive observability for the Internet’s most critical 
services, including BGP and third-party services like CDN and 
DNS. We identify root cause and provide the information 
network professionals need to determine ownership, avoid 
fingerpointing and accelerate MTTR. 

Learn more at www.catchpoint.com

Catchpoint is the Internet Resilience Company™. The top online retailers, Global2000, CDNs, cloud service providers, and xSPs in the world rely on 
Catchpoint to increase their resilience by catching any issues in the Internet Stack before they impact their business. Catchpoint’s Internet Performance 
Monitoring (IPM) suite offers synthetics, RUM, performance optimization, high fidelity data and flexible visualizations with advanced analytics. 
It leverages thousands of global vantage points (including inside wireless networks, BGP, backbone, last mile, endpoint, enterprise, ISPs and more) 
to provide unparalleled observability into anything that impacts your customers, workforce, networks, website performance, applications and APIs. 


